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????????????????????A Book About Myself, 1922?????
1894 ?????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????“It was for me a literary revolution. Not 
only for the brilliant and incisive manner with which Balzac grasped life and invented 
themes whereby to present it, but for the fact that the types he handled with most 
enthusiasm and skill?the brooding, seeking, ambitious beginner in life’s social, 
political, artistic and commercial affairs (Rastignac, Raphael, de Rubempre, 
Bianchon)?were, I thought, so much like myself.” (“Theodore Dreiser [Balzac’s Paris 





least had aspects which somehow suggested Paris”(403)?????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????





















????????????8 ?????????Emma Wilhelmina Dreiser, 











??Maria Franziska [Mame] Dreiser, 1861-1944????????????????
????????????????????Austin Brennan?????????
???????????3??????????Cacilia [Sylvia] Dreiser, 1866-1945?
????????????????????????????????????
???????????????????”Dreiser, Ed, and Claire feel socially 
ostracized.”?Lehan 1133?????????????????????????
????????Richard Lehan??????????????????????
?????Johann Paul Dreiser, 1821-1900??????????????????
????Sarah Sch?n?b Dreiser, 1833-1890????????????????2?
??????Eduard Minerod Dreiser, 1873-1958?? 3 ?????????Clara















???????????????“his acknowledged Anglophobia” (Giles 56) ??
???????????????????????????????????

























??? j????????????????“It was religion that gave birth to the 
English colonies in America. One must never forget that. In the United States religion is 
mingled with all the national customs and all those feelings which the word fatherland 














Good Citizens’ League?Babbit 391?????????????????????
?????????????????????????????????
“American democracy did not imply any equality of wealth, but did demand a 










??????????????????????“So one usually finds that love of 
money is either the chief or a secondary motive at the bottom of everything the 
Americans do. This gives a family likeness to all their passions and soon makes them 






???????????????“Democracy favors the taste for physical pleasures. 
This taste, if it becomes excessive, soon disposes men to believe that nothing but matter 
exists. Materialism, in its turn, spurs them on to such delights with mad impetuosity. 






































































“In the minds of Dreiser and many of his contemporaries, revolutionary thinking 
?particularly the emphasis in Social Darwinism on human fitness for 
existence?provided a powerful way to conceptualize social organization.” (Cassuto 




???????????“my gravest fears as to the unsolvable disorder and brutality 





















?????????“Whatever a man like Hurstwood could be in Chicago, it is very 





























































????????Our Country: Its Possible Future and Its Present Crisis, 1885???
??????????????????????????????????
??????????????????????????????????18
??????? 1889 ? 8 ????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????“the drag 
of a lean and narrow life” (Sister Carrie 8) ??????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
?????????????????????“Not the slightest provision had been 
made for the comfort of the employees, the idea being that something was gained by 











???????????????????????????the Sisters of Mercy, 
343??????????????????????????????????









???????????????????????? “All during the long 






Fire signs announcing the night’s amusements blazed on every hand. Cabs and 
carriages, their lamps gleaming like yellow eyes, pattered by. Couples and 
parties of three and four freely mingled in the common crowd, which poured by 
in a thick stream, laughing and jesting. On Fifth Avenue were loungers?a few 
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wealthy strollers, a gentlemen in evening dress with his lady on his arm, some 
clubmen passing from one smoking-room to another. Across the way the great 
hotels showed a hundred gleaming windows, their cafes and billiard-rooms filled 
with a comfortable, well-dressed, and pleasure-loving throng.  All about was 
the night, pulsating with the thoughts of pleasure and exhilaration?the curious 





?????“Dreiser’s sense of the urban sublime” (Szuberla 373) ????“Dreiser 
revises the pastoral myth to fit and inform his own experiences in an urban and 














??????????????????????????“I sometimes think it is a 




















“Her large, sympathetic eyes and pain-touched mouth appealed to him as proofs of his 
judgment.” (341) ????????????????????????????
????????????????????????????????????
??????????????“Something in Carrie appealed to him. He wanted to 
stir her up.” (342) ?????????“Still, she did nothing?grieving. It was a long 





? ???????????????????????????“Oh, Carrie, Carrie! 
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Oh, blind strivings of the human heart! Onward, onward, it saith, and where beauty 
leads, there it follows. . . . Know, then, that for you is neither surfeit nor content. In your 
rocking-chair, by your window dreaming, shall you long, alone. In your rocking-chair, 




????????????“Carrie has everything, and she has nothing, and the rocking 
chair?motion without progress, life spent in mere repetition, a hypnotic dream without 























all you think of. Aren’t you sorry for the people who haven’t anything to-night?’” (349) 
?????????????????????????????
???????????????????????????????????
On her spiritual side, also, she was rich in feeling, as such a nature well might be. 
Sorrow in her was aroused by many a spectacle?an uncritical upwelling of grief for the 
weak and the helpless. She was constantly pained by the sight of the white-faced, 
ragged men who slopped desperately by her in a sort of wretched mental stupor. The 
poorly clad girl who went blowing by her window evenings, hurrying home from some 




Book about Myself one of the dominant notes is Dreiser’s wondering sympathy for the 
pain which life inflicts in the form of hunger, weariness, and uncertainty on those whom 




























??“‘Oh,’she said, clenching her fingers in an agony of poetic feeling. There 
were crystal tears overflowing in her eyes. The wondrous sea of feeling in her had 




















?????????????????????“For the first time in her life 
Jennie gained a clear idea of how vast the world is. Now from this point of view 
??of decayed Greece, of fallen Rome, of forgotten Egypt, she saw how 

























lobster could kill the squid??he was heavily armed. There was nothing for the 





??????????????????“No other American of his generation 
left so wide and handsome a mark upon the national letters. American writing, 
before and after his time, differed almost as much as biology before and after 
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A New Sense of Age as Represented in Sister Carrie:
Theodore Dreiser and Honoré de Balzac 
Hisao TANAKA 
   Dreiser’s Sister Carrie, a novel opposing the genteel, moral standard of the 
way of living ruled by Puritanism in American society in the late 19th century, can 
be regarded as an exploration of a new sense of age. In fact, the author seems to 
succeed in exposing the truths of the ruthless universe he felt through his family’s 
poverty and difficulties, namely, the malignant functions of social organization as 
explained by “the emphasis in Social Darwinism on human fitness for existence.” 
Dreiser most probably caught a hint for overcoming the dark, gloomy vision 
propounded by Herbert Spencer from reading Honoré de Balzac, especially his Le
Père Goriot. So the aim of this paper is first to seek to understand the significance 
of Dreiser’s encounter with Balzac, and then to examine how the author tried to 
make the most of the latter’s philosophy of life, “success is a virtue,” for creating 
a positive aura around Carrie’s character and desire.  
[Keywords: Social Darwinism, a new sense of age, Puritanism, Balzac] 
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